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How to Use This Interactive Workbook

How can you get the most out of this interactive workbook? Research has shown that the more
ways you interact with learning material, the deeper your learning will be. Nightingale-Conant
has created a cutting edge learning system that involves listening to the audio, reading the ideas
in the workbook, and writing your ideas and thoughts down. In fact, this workbook is designed 
so that you can fill in your answers right inside this document, or take a sheet of paper and do the
exercises at your desk. By the end, you’ll have your own personal success system.

For each session, we recommend the following:
n Preview the section of the workbook that corresponds with the audio session, paying

particular attention to the exercises.
n Listen to the audio session at least once.
n Complete the exercises right in this workbook.

Don’t just listen to this program — devour it! Strategies don’t work unless you use them. Test and
use the strategies that make sense to you, consistently, over time — until they become habits. 
Listen to it more than once. Listen for the key ideas that you can use to impact your attitudes, 
actions, and results. True change takes focus and repetition.

Let’s get started!



I n t r o d u c t i o n
Congratulations on your purchase of Confident Millionaire! This program is
designed to show you how to successfully take the emotional journey from
financial fear to financial freedom. Understanding how to take this economic
odyssey is important, especially since we’re living in an age of financial anxiety.

Every financial decision you made or you choose not to make will impact your
financial well-being. So it is important for you to understand that pursuing eco-
nomic success is really all about playing the great financial game of life.

To masterfully play and win the financial game of life means that you will have
the financial wherewithal to enjoy your dreams. Success is about more than just
money. It’s about lifestyle. It’s about deciding what dreams are important to you,
and then making sure that you have the financial means to enjoy them. The
individuals who have mastered playing life’s financial game often enjoy a certain
level of emotional freedom. This type of financial joy occurs when people cease
worrying about their finances. These individuals’ personal net worth often
exceeds the national median average, but it’s not their financial success that
brings them financial peace. It’s their financial peace that allows them to
enjoy their financial success.

Armed with this knowledge, you will be able to enjoy more financial peace of
mind, because you will know how to successfully complete the emotional jour-
ney from financial fear to financial freedom, and doing so will help you become
the confident millionaire.

H ow to Use This Wo r k b o o k

How can you get the most out of this workbook? By using it in conjunction with
the audio program. For each session, do the following:

1. Preview the section of the workbook that goes with the audio session.
Look at the questions and the exercises so you’ll know which parts of the
program to pay special attention to.

2. Listen to the audio session at least once. 
3. Complete the exercises in this workbook.

By taking the time to preview the exercises before you listen to each session,
you are priming your subconscious to listen and absorb the material. Then,
when you are actually listening to each session, you’ll be able to absorb the
information faster — and will see faster results.
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Session One: Who’s Afraid to Be a Millionaire?
Before you can embark upon your emotional journey from financial fear to
financial freedom, you must first answer the question: Who’s afraid to be a mil-
lionaire? You’ll be hard-pressed to become a confident millionaire if your finan-
cial fears are an invisible nemesis undermining your financial success. In order
to become a confident millionaire, you will have to understand financial anxi-
eties and how they can impact your economic prosperity.

Our relationship with money is one of the oddest affairs. Money itself is an
inanimate object that societies the world over use as a core means of exchange
for goods and services. Still, it appears that often humans bestow life-giving
power to money, thus creating many powerful money myths that people believe.

Olivia Mellon, author of Money Harmony, writes that most Americans believe in
at least one money myth. These beliefs, she continued, can trigger intense emo-
tions about money, and can even make it difficult for us to handle the simplest
financial decisions. According to Melon, here are the most common money
myths:

• Money equals happiness.
• Money equals love.
• Money equals power.
• Money equals freedom. 
• Money equals self-worth. 
• Money equals security.

What Are Your Myths?

In the following spaces, write down the myths you believe about money. Where did
you get these ideas?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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After reviewing this list, it’s easy to understand why people have created money
myths, because each myth offers a hint of truth about this inanimate object we
call money. However, it’s also easy to understand how these and other money
myths could distort a person’s understanding and relationship with money.

Money does not equal happiness, love, power, freedom, self-
worth, or security. Money equals dollars and cents.

Wo r r ying About Money

Money and money worries are a part of our capitalistic birthright. Money prob-
lems are an accepted part of the price we pay for living in a competitive, free-
enterprise system. There is, however, a big difference between worrying about
money and having money problems, but most of us fall into the category of
worrying about money. Regardless of income, most people just don’t feel partic-
ularly good about their financial status, but worrying about money is never a
solution to a money problem.

Today, in addition to worrying about their personal financial situation, many
people are also worried about how their financial situation could be devastated
by a natural disaster, terrorist attack, new national economic policy, major cor-
porate decision, and a major correction in our ever-changing financial markets.

You can understand why many people are financially panicked when they real-
ize that they are living in uncertain economic times that are made even more
uncertain by uncontrollable environmental disasters. 

Financial fear, when cited in this program, will refer to a discomfort, including
panic attacks that interfere with your ability to conduct your financial affairs.
Some people worry constantly about money, and this worrying negatively
impacts the quality of their daily lives. 
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How often do you worry about money? Nonstop? Once a day? Once a week?
What impact is this worrying having on your life?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

What is it about financial fear that is so crippling? This type of fear is the ulti-
mate head game, but no one is playing it with you. You’re playing it by yourself
just by thinking about what you are afraid of. You don’t even need to be in the
actual situation. As a result, the more you think about the object of your eco-
nomic stress, the more you’ll become entrenched in the status quo of your eco-
nomic existence. 

This particular session raised the question: Who’s afraid to be a millionaire? The
answer is that many Americans, most notably those who don’t understand the
great financial game of life, those who don’t understand that pursuing success is
like playing a game, and especially those who don’t understand how various
forms of financial fears, can hinder their financial success.
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Session Two: The Three Master Keys to Unlock
Your Success Wi t h i n

In this session, we will review the three master keys that can help you unlock
the invisible success that is within you. The three master keys are knowledge,
action, and belief. 

K n ow l e d g e

There are three ways you can use knowledge to help you master playing in the
great financial game of life. 

First you can gain confidence by increasing your general knowledge about
financial fear and financial wealth-building strategies. You should think of
financial education in this regard as an enjoyable lifelong learning process. 

The wealth-creating power of financial knowledge
should never be underestimated.

The second way you can use knowledge to master the money game is by know-
ing my acronym fear. Always remember FEAR stands for False Economic
Anxieties appearing Real. Keep that thought in mind. It will help you under-
stand and get over a lot of your anxieties.

Third, you can also use your knowledge of the financial fear–reduction strate-
gies to avoid the financial traps that may be caused by your economic anxieties.
Just knowing about the financial fear–reduction strategies will help you avoid
many emotional traps that may be created by your financial fears. 
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Financial Fear–Reduction Strategies

Fear Factor Reduction Strategy

Financial fear Learn more about the wealth-building process. 

Personal financial success Embrace success with your body, mind, and spirit. 

Making a financial decision Implement the strategies in your financial plan. 

Taking financial responsibility Take responsibility for your financial life. 

Changing your comfort zone Move beyond your physical comfort zone by buying
a new home or a new apartment, or relocating to
another part of the country.

Losing money Start investing monthly in a mutual fund. 

Growing older Plan and save for the retirement of your dreams.

Discussing mortality Enjoy planning and sharing your good fortune with
others.

Business failure Start a part-time home-based business.

Owning property Invest in rental income property.

Financial knowledge represents financial power.

Use this financial knowledge, use the knowledge master key, and it will empow-
er you emotionally and financially. The ultimate way to reduce your financial
fears is to act upon them.
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What’s the worst thing that has happened to you financially?

In the following spaces, describe the worst thing that has ever happened to you
financially.

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

How did you face it? What did you do to handle it?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

What are some of your money fears? Whatever financial fears you have, simply
write them down. And once you make this list, look it over. Put an R next to every-
thing that seems to be real, and put an F next to everything that seems to be false.
And then look at the list and it should help you understand those things that are
real and those things that are not real.

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Ac t i o n

If there’s something that you can do something about, like managing your credit
better or starting an investment program, then take action. If there’s something
on that list that you can’t do anything about, then just pray about it and move
forward. If there’s something on that list that you need help with, then go get
help. But, by all means, just face your fears, and the best way to do that is to
just make a list.

M o ve Beyond Your Comfort Zone

Most of us live in a comfort zone that was created by someone else. Most of us
manage our financial affairs based on the way our parents managed their finan-
cial affairs, and for this reason, many of us are living the way our parents did.
Sometimes it’s not unusual to see people living in the same neighborhood, man-
aging their money the same way, using the same banks, the same savings instru-
ments, and over time this creates a financial comfort zone. Unfortunately, this
financial comfort zone may also be keeping you in the financial rut you’re in,
instead of helping you move to the financial life you want to enjoy.

What’s Your Comfort Zone?

What is your present comfort zone? Where did it come from?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Secondhand Financial Stress

Financial fears originate from many sources. In many ways, we get them from
our society — the news media, political leaders, CEOs of major corporations —
they have all, from time to time, frightened the American public with dire eco-
nomic, financial, and business news. But, the most extreme symptoms of finan-
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cial fears occur after people have been exposed to fear from other individuals.
Sometime the fear that we must deal with the most is fear that has been passed
on to us from a friend, a co-worker, or even a family member.

Secondhand financial stress can be as hazardous to your financial health as sec-
ondhand smoke can be to your physical health. While our families are loving
and caring, they too often pass along to us the worst type of secondhand finan-
cial stress. 

Exercise: Money Autobiography Questionnaire

For understanding your relationship with money, these questions will help you be
aware of yourself in the contexts of culture, family, value systems, and experience.
This is a process of self-discovery. To fully benefit from this exploration, please
address the questions in writing. You will simply not get the full value from the exer-
cise if you just breeze through and give mental answers. While it is recommended
that you first answer these questions by yourself, many people relate that they have
enjoyed the experience of sharing them with others.

As you answer these questions, be conscious of your feelings, actually describing
them in writing as part of your process.

1. Childhood

a) What is your first memory of money?

b) What was your happiest moment with money?

c) Your unhappiest?

d) Name the miscellaneous money messages you received as a child.

e) How were you confronted with the knowledge of differing economic
circumstances among people — that there were people “richer” than you
and people “poorer” than you?

2. Cultural Heritage

a) What is your cultural heritage and how has your heritage traditionally
interfaced with money?
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b) To the best of your knowledge, how has your heritage been impacted by the
money forces? Be specific.

c) To the best of your knowledge, does this circumstance of heritage or culture
have any motive related to money?

d) Speculate about the manner in which your forebears’ money-handling
decisions continue to affect you today.

3. Family

a) How is/was the subject of money addressed by your church or the religious
traditions of your forebears?

b) What happened to your parents or grandparents during the Depression?

c) How did your family communicate about money? Be as specific as you 
can be, but remember that we are more concerned about impacts upon you
than historical veracity.

d) When did your family immigrate to America (or its current location)?
What else do you know about your family’s economic circumstances 
historically?

4. Your Parents

a) How did your mother address money?

b) Your father?

c) How did they differ in their attitudes toward money?

d) How did they address money in their relationship?

e) Did they argue or maintain strict silence?

f) How do you feel about that today?
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5. Please do your best to answer the same questions regarding your life partner or 
business partner(s) and their parents.

6. Childhood Revisited

a) How did you relate to money as a child? Did you feel “poor” or 
“rich”? Relatively? Or completely? Why?

b) Were you anxious about money?

c) Did you receive an allowance? If so, describe amounts and responsibilities.

(1) Did you have household responsibilities?

(2) Did you get paid regardless of performance?

(3) Did you work for money?

d) If you did not receive an allowance, please describe your thoughts and
feelings about that.

e) As a teenager and young adult, did you feel “poor” or “rich”?

(1) Were you anxious about money?

(2) Did you receive an allowance? If so, describe amounts and
responsibilities. Did you get paid regardless of performance?

(3) Did you work for money?
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7. Credit

a) When did you first acquire something on credit?

b) When did you first acquire a credit card?

c) What did it represent to you when you first held the credit card?

d) Describe your feelings about credit.

e) Do you have trouble living within your means?

f) Do you have debt?

8. Adulthood

a) Have your attitudes shifted during your adult life?
Describe.

b) Why did you choose your personal path?

c) Would you do it again?

d) Describe your feelings about credit.

9. Adult Attitudes

a) Are you money motivated?

b) If so, please explain why? If not, why not?

c) How do you feel about your present financial situation?

d) Are you financially fearful or resentful? How do you feel about that?

e) Will you inherit money? How does that make you feel?

f) If you feel well off today, how do you feel about the money
situation of others? 
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g) If you feel poor, same question.

h) How do you feel about begging? Welfare?

i) If you are well-off today, why are you working?

j) Do you worry about your financial future?

k) Are you generous or stingy? Do you treat? Do you tip?

l) Do you give more than you receive or the reverse? Would others agree?

m) Could you ask a close relative for a business loan? For rent/grocery 
money?

n) Could you subsidize a nonrelated friend? How would you feel if that
friend bought something you deemed frivolous?

o) Do you judge others by how you perceive them dealing with their money?

p) If you are prosperous, how do you feel guilty about your prosperity? If you
are not prosperous but could become so, would you feel guilty?

q) Are your siblings prosperous?

r) What part does money play in your spiritual life?

s) Do you “live” your money values?

There may be other questions that would be useful to answer. Other questions
may occur to you as you progress in your life’s journey. The point is to know
your personal money issues and their ramifications for your life, work, and per-
sonal mission. This exercise will be a “work in progress” with answers both
complex and incomplete. Don’t worry. Just incorporate fine-tuning of your
knowledge of money into your life’s process.
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B e l i e f

Having reviewed the first two master keys, knowledge and action, now let’s turn
our attention to the third master key, belief. Developing a positive belief in your-
self, free enterprise, and a higher power will help you replace your negative
financial emotion with a positive financial emotion. 

Let’s begin by exploring why you must believe in yourself. 

To win the financial success game will require courage. You will have to make
courageous economic decisions during the course of playing this game. You will
have to decide everything from when to pay your debts to when to invest in the
stock market. While the wealth-building information in this program will help
you with these decisions, you will ultimately have to make them yourself. For
this reason, you will need courage. To foster your courage in your financial deci-
sion making, always remember to learn as much as you can about the financial
matter you are concerned with.

This means you must read as much as you can. This means you also need to get
advice from professionals. After doing both, you’ll be able to believe in your
financial decision making and the process that you’re going through. The more
time you successfully use this financial decision-making process, the more you
will believe in your ability to make sound financial decisions. But you have to
believe in yourself and your ability to make good financial decisions. 

Belief, the third master key, will remind you to believe in the American free-
enterprise system. But each day, you must decide to use these opportunities to
increase your net worth. That’s the great thing about living in a free-enterprise
system. You are given the opportunity to access these wealth-creating opportu-
nities. 

Believing in a higher power will help you fearlessly face your financial fears.
This is possible because financial fear and faith in a higher power cannot occu-
py the same emotional space. Eventually one will have to block out the other.
Use your belief in a higher power to block out your emotional financial fears. 

Economically successful people use their strong religious
faith to reduce their financial fears.
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Unfortunately, financial fear is something that stays with us most of our adult
life. There will be days when you will feel as if you have overcome all of your
financial fears completely, only to wake up one morning full of emotional dread
over some unexpected financial matter.

So, while you confidently make your financial decisions, know that your finan-
cial fears will always be with you. But know too, that if you believe in a higher
power, you will have the strength to always get back up, even when your emo-
tional fears have pushed you down. 

Now let’s take a moment to review the three master keys for this session. You’ll
find these keys at the end of each session.

Know:
If you want to conquer fear, don’t sit at home and

think about it. Go out and get busy.

Act:
Write your financial autobiography. Make a list of

your financial fears. Use knowledge, action, and belief
to control your emotional and financial success.

Believe:
Do not be afraid to be a millionaire,

because you are a millionaire in the making.
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Session Three: Maximizing the Return on Your
Human Capital

Human capital can be divided into three areas: intellectual, physical, and spiri-
tual. Few Americans fully understand human capital and how to use it to fur-
ther enrich their lives. When you factor human capital into your financial well-
being, you realize that your personal human capital represents 50% of your abil-
ity to reach your financial goal. That means 50% of what you need in order to
become financially successful has nothing to do with money.

The Wealth Fo r m u l a

Consider this formula:

25% Investment capital
+

50% Human capital
+

25% Financial know-how
––––
100% Financial well-being

Three Ways to Maximize Human Capital

Intellectual capital is using your mind to increase your net worth. This includes
placing a value on your education and your specialized training. Intellectual
capital will also include your ability to use your consciousness to attract good
fortune to your long-term goals. Naturally, when we consider intellectual capi-
tal, the first thing that comes to mind is education, especially because in
America the more people learn, the more people earn. 
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Expected Lifetime Earnings per Educational Level

Highest Educational Attainment Lifetime Earnings

Some High School, No Diploma $1,000,000

High School Diploma or Equivalent $1,200,000

Some College, No Degree $1,500,000

Associate Degree $1,600,000

Bachelor’s Degree $2,100,000

Master’s Degree $2,500,000

Doctoral Degree $3,400,000 

Professional Degree $4,400,000

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. “The Big Payoff: Educational Attainment and Synthetic Estimates of
Work-Life Earnings.”

Normally the leaders in any given field are there because they have read more
books and applied their reading more than anyone else in their field.

Build a success library. Fill it with books, fill it with audio tapes, fill it with CDs,
fill it with information that you can go back to time and time again that will
help you enhance your financial well-being. Some suggestions for doing this can
be found at the end of this workbook.

The other thing that is important, though, when we talk about intellectual capi-
tal, is understanding the power of one’s subconscious mind. An affirmation is
something that you can say to yourself over and over and over again that will
impact your subconscious mind with a positive wealth-building thought.
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Financial Dreams

Take a moment right now to think about your financial dreams. Think about what
you really want to enjoy in life. Maybe you want to own a home. Maybe you want to
buy a second home or get a bigger home. Just think about it for a few moments
and write your dreams in the following spaces:

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

We have to see it inside our mind before we can experience it outside in our
world. 

Change Your Mind
The life that you’re living today is a reflection of the thoughts you had yesterday or
last year or five or 10 years ago. If you want to change things in your life, the first
thing you must do is change your mind. You must change the thought. You must
change your thoughts to the experience that you want to enjoy.

What thoughts need changing? In the following spaces, identify your former
thoughts that need to be changed:

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Physical Capital

There are three factors that could erode your physical capital: preventable ill-
ness, failure to view good health as a wealth-building opportunity, and underes-
timating the value of time. Physical capital revolves around a person’s ability to
earn a living. Physical health is an economic opportunity. You must look at liv-
ing long as the best way to become financially successful, because what you’ll
find out is that it’s the amount of time you have that will ultimately determine
how successful you will become.

Good health is the best investment you can make.

Good health drives your earning capacity. Good health gives you a longer time
frame to build an estate. Good health gives your funds time to compound and
appreciate. 

It’s an Everyday Thing
What is one thing you could do every day that would enhance your physical
health? It might be eating better, exercising for 30 minutes, getting more sleep,
yoga. Identify some things that you could do—one each day—to increase your
physical capital:

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Wealthy People Lo ve Their Wo r k

Have you ever wondered why very, very successful people always seem to be
working? They always seem to be the busiest people you’ll ever meet. Well this
is because they do the work that they love, and therefore, they’re always having
fun, because they’re always doing something that they love. 
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Spiritual Capital

Spiritual capital is the energy that results in your relationship with a spiritual
power that can help you live a prosperous life. All great religions of the world
attest that there is a spirit in man. The value of the spirit, our spiritual capital,
cannot be underestimated. There are many financially successful people who
have contributed their financial success to a higher power.

Most people don’t really understand their spiritual capital. Many people see the
higher power as some super being living in the sky, ready to punish and not
reward them. Many other people believe that poverty is the only way to live a
spiritual life. Many people view their relationship with the higher power as
something that is not intimate, but something that is outside them that they
should never experience. 

All these beliefs limit people’s ability to leverage their spiritual capital. The uni-
verse is abundant. There is no lack in nature, and there need not be any lack in
you once you understand your spiritual relationship and embrace it.

The word prosperity comes from the Latin pro which means “before” or and
sperity which means “to hope,” or “to go forward hopefully.” Considered in its
broadest sense, prosperity means spiritual well-being. 

The Psalm of Success
by Dr. Charles Fillmore

The Lord is my banker and I shall not want.
He makes me lie down with a consciousness of abundance,

and He’s given me the keys to His safe deposit box,
and He’s restored my faith in His riches.

He leads me down the path of prosperity for His name’s sake.
And yes, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of debts, 

I will fear no evil, for He is with me.
His gold and silver comfort me.

He has prepared a place for me in the presence of my creditors.
He’s filled my wallet with money, and my bank account and net worth are growing.
Surely, prosperity and abundance shall follow me all the days of my life, and I will

manage my financial affairs in the name of the Lord forever.
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Session Four: Planning Your Financial Success 
Developing a Financial Plan Is the First of

the Seven Steps to Financial Success.

Success in money management is not windfall that comes to some and not to
others because of faith, chance, or luck. Success in money management can be
predicted.

In this session, you will learn how the financial planning process can help you
plan your financial future. The fear factor associated with this session is the fear
of making financial decisions. 

What Is a Financial Plan?

When many people think about a financial plan, they think about a computer-
generated document prepared by an insurance or investment professional.
These documents often evaluate the likelihood of a person’s reaching his or her
financial goals at a given age or with certain asset allocation and certain taxes
taken into consideration.

A financial plan is more than a computer-generated document. Anyone can go
and look at certain calculators on the Internet and come up with certain figures
about how much they need to save for retirement or the child’s education and so
forth. That’s not the plan. The plan is when you take this information generated
by computers and you take the recommendations based upon your financial
advisers and you put them together.

Your financial plan is using the information.

Why Have a Written Financial Plan?

A financial plan can help you organize your finances. A financial planner can
bring you and your spouse together to talk about your long-term financial goals.
A financial plan can help you decide whether you should move your investments
or they should stay where they are. A financial plan can include your business
and your business opportunities as a part of the financial-planning process. A
financial plan can help you reduce your taxes. The best investment anyone can
make today is a written financial plan. 
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H ow to Pick a Financial Planner

The first thing you should do, by the way, is ask your successful friends if they
use a financial planner, because there’s nothing like referrals. Once you meet
this person, sit down and interview him or her. You want to find out how long
this person has been in business, what type of clientele he or she serves, what
type of income and investments he or she likes to make and whether or not he
or she can help you reach your specific financial goal. This should be a personal
interview, because you’re going to be dealing with this person for many, many
years, and you want to be comfortable talking to him or her about your short-
term and your long-term financial goals. 

The other thing you can do is attend seminars. Go spend the afternoon listening
to different financial advisers. This will give you an opportunity to find out what
people are about, see their specialty, learn their expertise in a nonthreatening
situation. 

Certified Financial Planner Resources
• Institute of Certified Financial Advisors:

w w w. c f p - b o a rd . o rg

• Financial Planning Association: 
w w w. f p a n e t . o rg

• International Association of Registered Financial Consultants:
h t t p : / / w w w. i a r f c . o rg

• CFP Board
w w w. c f p . n e t

• American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
h t t p : / / w w w. a i c p a . o rg
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Your Financial Plan Is a Wealth-Building Plan

You want to turn your financial plan into a wealth-building plan. The best way
to do this is to sit down with your financial adviser and tell him or her that your
number one goal is to accumulate a net worth between $500,000 and $1 million
in 10 years. That will be the number one goal that you and your financial advis-
er will focus on. And then you talk about the other things that are important,
like your child’s education and your retirement and everything.

This one goal will make the difference between your becoming a Confident
Millionaire or your becoming another individual who’s just going from day to
day without a plan, without a focus, without a goal, trying to make ends meet
but never achieving the financial success that you really want to achieve. 

Who Is Your Success Dream Team?

Financial adviser: ______________________________
Insurance professional: ______________________________
Banker: ______________________________
CPA: ______________________________
Lawyer: ______________________________

Know:
“Without the assistance of the divine being,

I cannot succeed. With the assistance of the divine being,
I cannot fail” — Abraham Lincoln

Act:
Start a success library.

Do something nice for yourself every day.

Believe:
Embrace the spirit of success that is within you.

Believe God wants you to be successful. 
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Session Fi ve: Managing Your Credit
Effectively Managing Your Credit Is the Second

of the Seven Steps to Financial Success.

Unwise credit usage has limited many people’s ability to effectively play the
financial game of life. Today, we must manage our credit as if our financial lives
depended upon it, because in many ways it does. The fear factor associated with
managing credit is the fear of taking financial responsibility. Many Americans
are overextended financially. Many of us know that, at the end of the month,
we’re going to have more bills than income—and instead of facing our financial
responsibility and taking control of the bills, we choose to ignore them, hoping
that, if we put them on autopilot, they’ll take care of themselves.

Every time you fail to take responsibility for your
financial obligation, you risk negatively impacting

your credit rating and your ability to successfully
play the wealth-building game.

It’s Not Personal; It’s Credit

There was a time when you wanted to buy a home, a car, or to get money to
finance these things, you would walk down to your local banker, sit down with
that person, and discuss the possibility of getting a loan from that particular
financial institution. Today, everything is based around your credit score. And
the interesting thing about the credit score is that it has taken away that inter-
personal relationship between you and your banker or your financial institution.
Today you can go online, input some financial information, and the company
can look at your credit report and either grant you or deny you a loan. By hav-
ing you simply answer a few questions, the lending organization will access
your credit report, access your credit score, and then decide whether to give you
a loan or not. 

What Is a Credit Score?

A credit score is a number that reflects your creditworthiness at any given time.
For most credit reporting agencies, the higher your score, the better risk they
think you are. People with higher scores can often obtain mortgages, credit
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cards, loans, and insurance at very favorable rates. Conversely, people with low
credit scores often get the least-favorable terms. The credit score is often based
on data on your credit report. 

Each credit reporting agency has it’s own credit score, so it may vary from com-
pany to company. Generally the range is from 300 to 850. Credit-score models
are well-guarded trade secrets of credit reporting agencies. Nevertheless,
FairIsaac Corporation has released information that gives us the general infor-
mation about what determines people’s credit score. 

Here are some of the factors that go into creating your credit score:
Your payment history. Did you make your payments on time? This counts for
35% of your credit score. 

The amount of money you have outstanding in loans. This accounts for another
30% of your credit score. So the more open credit card accounts, department
store accounts, car loans, and mortgages you have, the more these things will
impact your credit score. 

The length of your credit history. The longer, the better. The agencies feel that if
you’ve been borrowing money for 10 or 15 years, then they pretty much know
how you’re going to repay your bills. This accounts for 15% of your credit score.

New lines of credit and types of credit. Each account — each account — is worth
10%. So if you have a mortgage, a credit card, and a car loan, each would repre-
sent an additional 10%.

Manage Your Report

To keep your credit score high, an important thing you need to do is check your
credit report. Your credit score comes directly from your credit report. Now the
good news is that today everyone can get at least one free credit report every
year. Here are the websites of the three major credit reporting agencies.

• www.Equifax.com
• www.Experian.com
• www.Transunion.com

If you haven’t done so already this year, go to these sites and get your free copy
of your credit report. Check it carefully for errors.
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Credit-ism Is the New Racism

One of the things that is important to understand today is that, because of the
preponderance of credit cards, we do have a credit challenge in many American
households. Today, many American households are being denied access to eco-
nomic opportunities not because of the color of their skin, nor because of the
content of their character, but only because of the number that is on their credit
report. And often this number is there because of missed payments on a credit
card. 

How Many Credit Cards Do You Have?

In the following spaces, list the name of each credit card you have. Don’t forget to
include store cards, gas cards, and any other card that allows you to carry a bal-
ance from one month to the next.

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Most Americans have 12 credit cards, but financial advisers suggest that we
need only two or three. All these credit cards will impact your credit score.
Close those accounts that are not needed. 

If you are going to use credit cards, make a point to always pay them when they
are due. That’s the most important thing you can do with credit cards. Also, pay
off the full balances when they’re due. And, more importantly, try to reduce
whatever balances you might have built up. 

Credit reports and credit scores are designed to talk about
the past, but they have no real relationship to the future.

Rapid Debt Repayment Plan

1. Make a commitment to stop incurring new consumer debt.
2. Make a list of everyone you owe, and add up your real debt obligation.
3. See how much you need to put aside every month to pay your creditors.
4. Make a commitment that that’s the amount of money you’re going to pay

every month to pay off all of your consumer debt. 

Know:
“Out of debt, out of danger.”

Act:
Use your credit wisely.

Use your credit to increase your net worth. 

Believe:
You can be responsible for your credit

because you am the captain of your financial ship
and the master of your economic destiny.
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Session Six: Owning Your Own Home
Owning Your Home Is the Third of the

Seven Steps to Financial Success.

In this session we will review the third step in the seven steps to financial suc-
cess. This session will deal with the process of becoming a homeowner.

The fear of change impacts our financial decision as it relates to homeowner-
ship. For many people, the fear of leaving their residential comfort zone locks
them into a real estate or housing situation that is detrimental to their econom-
ic well-being. 

Let’s talk about homeownership and how it can increase your net worth.
Historically, the value of real estate appreciates over time. If you select a home
carefully and maintain that home, over time you will see the value of your home
appreciate in value. This, coupled with tax deductions of your mortgage pay-
ment, often makes homeownership an effective way to increase your family’s net
worth. 

The Seven-Year Rule

Many financial advisers suggest that after seven years, it just doesn’t make eco-
nomic sense to rent. We all have to live somewhere. It just makes sense to own
the home where you live. 

When you pay rent, you’re not building any equity, and, therefore, if you need
money for your children’s education, or for an emergency, or for your retire-
ment, you don’t have any access to the money that you invested in that rental
property. On the other hand, if you own the home and you have built up equity
in that home, then you can take equity or cash out when needed to meet your
financial obligations and opportunities. Again, it’s important for you to under-
stand why you need to own your own home if you want to successfully win the
financial game of life. 

H ow to Own Your Own Home

1. Bear in mind that there are many great neighborhoods to invest in.
2. Keep in mind that there are many banks, mortgage companies, and savings

and loan associations that are willing to help you secure a mortgage.
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3. Know that there are many government programs designed to help you
secure a home.  

Fi ve Ways to Find Your Dow n - Pa y m e n t

1. Open a savings account just for your new-home down payment, and every
time you get a few extra dollars, make sure you put them in this account. 

2. Earmark your annual bonuses and raises for your new-home down-payment
account.

3. If necessary, look into cashing in the value of your life insurance policies.
Many times you can cash out your old policy and replace it with a less
expensive term policy, and you’ll still have coverage, but more importantly,
you’ll still have money, extra money that you can use toward your home
down payment. 

4. Consider using your tax shelter accounts at work. Many of these accounts
offer special privileges that will allow you to take money out for your down
payment.

5 Secure gifts from your friends and family members. If you have a friend or
family member who wants to loan you the money to put down on your
home, and you draw up a loan agreement, the bank will take that into con-
sideration and still provide you with a mortgage. 

Once you make a commitment to become a homeowner, or even to buy a bigger
and better home, you can always find the money. The most important thing to
do is to have the goal, to understand the importance of building equity in your
home; that will help you win the great financial game of life.

H ow to Choose the Best Property for You
• Have High Standards

Property acquired for use as your personal residence, obviously has to meet a
variety of standards. It should be a good value, be well constructed and
designed, and have appreciation potential. For personal residences, inspection
of the premises by a qualified professional is necessary. You should know
exactly what you’re getting. The most significant part of buying a house as a
personal residence is the fit for your lifestyle. Does the property have enough
bedrooms, bathrooms, and storage space? How about its proximity to shop-
ping and where you work? Do you like the schools in the neighborhood? 
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• Get a Good Agent
Know that your real estate agent is going to be the gatekeeper to your home
purchase, so take time to find the real estate agent who’s best for you.
Interview at least two or three and find the community that you and your fam-
ily really want to live in. Then take your time.

• Get a Preapproval Letter
Get a preapproval letter from your bank or mortgage company, and that way
you and your agent will know the budget that you’re working with, because it
relates to the type of mortgage you’re going to get for your home.

• Do Your Own Leg Work
One strategy many people use once they get their preapproval letter, is to go to
the agent in the community where they want to live and ask for a list of all the
properties that are selling for that amount in that community. Then, without
the agent, the buyers will drive around the community and look at all the
houses first. From that, they decide on two or three homes that they really
want to see the inside of, and they continue that process until they find the
house of their dreams and one that matches with their preapproval letter in
terms of the commitment from their bank. 

Do your homework before you go shopping for a home.

Types of Mortgages

Today we have all kinds of mortgages, and they have different down payments,
different points, and different time frames. What works best? It depends on
whether or not this is going to be your primary residence or an investment
property, but let me make a few suggestions. Right now we are in the midst of
an uncertain economy. No one knows what to expect the next five to 10 years,
so be conservative when you’re looking at your mortgage for your home. A lot of
the creative new mortgages out there are primarily for investment properties, so
you may want to try the the old-fashioned fixed mortgage for your home. 

You don’t need to get a 15-year mortgage. You can get a 30-year mortgage, or
even a 40-year, if that’s what you want, but get something that you can afford,
regardless of what’s going on in the economy

When savvy investors buy real estate, most already have a plan for it, whether
they’re going to buy the property and sell it right away, or whether they’re going
to fix it up and maybe sell it in one or two years, or whether they’re going to
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keep it long term as a rental income property, and they do their homework.
They know how much money they need to get out of that property to cover their
particular mortgage. So that’s when you look at the zero-down mortgages. That’s
when you look at an ARM, adjustable rate mortgage, maybe for one or two
years, and, the interest rates. And they factor all these things into their business
plan as it relates to the property.

C r e a t i ve Mortgages

There’s a lot of discussion these days about the new creative mortgage products.
Most notably is the interest-only mortgage that many people are using to buy
their homes. If you have the financial wherewithal to handle the increases when
these mortgages come due, or change from interest-only to whatever the interest
rate’s going to be in a few years, this may be a good opportunity for you.
However, if you find that your household cannot afford to pay the real rate of
this home, or the interest on this home in two or three years down the road, you
may want to think twice before you get this type of mortgage. 

There’s also a lot of talk these days about the reverse mortgage, which is a rela-
tively new product for people who are 62 and older. For the most part, a reverse
mortgage is a good way to get the equity out of your home and still keep your
home, which is a big issue for many retired Americans, because they’re on fixed
incomes. But they need to have some equity. They’re on fixed income, but they
sometimes need additional money to help support their lifestyle or to repair
their homes or even to make home improvements. The reverse mortgage is a
good thing, but again, you must use it the right way. That’s why most programs
require counseling before you can even get the mortgage.

Know:
“...Success is to be measured, not so much by the position

that one has reached in life as by the obstacles which
[one] has overcome while trying to succeed.”

— Booker T. Washington

Act:
Decide to become a homeowner. Face your fear of change.

Secure the money for your new-home down payment.

Believe. 
Homeownership will help you create new traditions

and memories for your family.
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Session Seven: Investing in Stocks
Investing in Equity Stocks Is the Fourth of the

Seven Steps to Financial Success.

In this session, we will discover how to reduce your fear of losing money in the
stock market by learning to invest in equity investments, specifically, mutual
funds and investment clubs. 

Financial experts agree that investment know-how is the best way to counteract
the fear of investing. If you don’t know how to invest in the stock market, you’re
going to be fearful of the process. So let’s diminish your fear of losing money by
showing you how to invest properly in the stock market. 

Stocks Are a Lo n g - Term Inve s t m e n t

Basically, when you’re looking at investing in the stock market, you should be
looking toward making a long-term investment. This means that you should be
willing to let your money stay in the market for at least three to five years. That
sounds like a long time, but it really isn’t. This allows your money to grow and
compound over that time period.  

The stock market has cycles. It goes up, it goes down, it goes back up, and, his-
torically, this cycle takes between three and five years, so you want your money

to be in the market.
Let it go up, let it go
down, and, let it go
back up again. 

The best way to han-
dle these fluctuations
in the stock market is
to be in the stock
market for a long
time, because, histori-
cally speaking, if you
stay in the stock mar-
ket for a long time,
the average return is
between 12% and
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13% annually. If you get a 10% annual return on your investment, that means
every seven years your money’s going to double. 

Don’t Invest in Anything You Don’t Understand

As long as you understand your investment, its okay to invest in it, but don’t
invest in anything you don’t understand. So, even when it comes to new technol-
ogy like a cell phone, people can understand the benefits of a cell phone. People
can understand the benefits of a flat screen TV. People can understand the bene-
fits of the Internet. So, as long as you can understand your investment, and you
can explain it with a crayon, then it’s okay. You should do well, because then
you know why it’s going to make money in the long term, who the customers
are going to be, and how you can participate in the growth of that particular
industry.

Dollar Cost Ave r a g i n g

The other way many people make money in the stock market is through some-
thing that’s called dollar cost averaging. 

Dollar cost averaging investments are made regardless of whether the market is
up or down when the investments are made. This is the opposite of a market-
timing strategy. You’re not trying to time your investments to “buy low.” You’re
buying consistently, whether security prices are low or high. But this systematic
approach actually uses the market’s up-and-down movement to increase the
value of your investments.

A Dollar Cost Averaging Example
Say you plan to invest $300 a month to buy a stock that costs $15 a share. The
first month, you’ll get 20 shares. Next month, the market slips a bit, and share
prices drop to $10 a share. You’re still investing the same $300, so now you are
able to buy more shares. You get 30 shares for your $300. When the price goes
back up again to $15 a share, you now have 50 shares of stock worth $750, but
you paid only $600 for them. Dollar cost averaging causes you to buy more
shares when they are on “sale,” so over time you actually realize gains that
result from the market dropping occasionally.

Dollar cost averaging is the best way to save on a regular basis and invest on a
regular basis in equity stocks. People who understand dollar cost averaging
don’t really mind when the market goes down, because they know that they’re
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buying their shares on sale that month. Always invest on a regular basis, every
month, every two months, every quarter, and buy your shares on the average
price, and not at the all-time high, or at the all-time low.

H ow Do You Know Which Stocks to Pi c k ?

Mutual funds are growing in popularity for average investors looking for ways
to buy into the stock market. What people really like about mutual funds is their
convenience and their professional management, and they like that they can
participate and own shares of a large portfolio of stocks, with only a few dollars. 

Index funds are modeled after the three big stock exchanges, and they’re going
to follow the ups and downs of these three indexes. But many people think it’s
just a good way to participate in the stock market without having to worry
about buying any other particular funds. You might decide to do the same thing.
The three exchanges are the New York Stock Exchange, the American Stock
Exchange, and the NASDAQ, or what some people call over-the-counter or
small-growth-oriented stocks. All three are good. 

There are 22 categories of mutual funds. We have international funds, we have
bond funds, we have tax-free funds. There are all types of funds for different
people who have different investment goals. 

Questions to Ask When Selecting a Mutual Fu n d

1. Find out what the objective of the fund is. Is it a growth fund, is it an
income fund, is it a tax-free fund? Does it invest in international stocks or
domestic stocks? What is the objective of the fund, and does this objective
match your particular goal?

2. What are the sales charges and fees of the fund? Many people like no-load
funds. These are funds that don’t have a sales charge going in. But, all funds
do charge fees. Whether you see it or not, you’re going to pay for the right to
invest in that fund.

3. Does the fund have telephone exchange privileges and Internet exchange
privileges? This means can you go on the Internet or call on the phone and
redeem your shares and move your shares from one fund to another.
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4. Can you reinvest your dividends free of charge in the fund? Unlike savings
accounts, mutual funds, for the most part, don’t give interest. They give divi-
dends, which is another way of saying interest. But, basically, they take the
profit every year, or every two or three years, and they give it to you. You
want to reinvest those dividends. But you don’t want to have to pay a sales
charge to do so. 

5. Is your fund part of a mutual fund family? Today many mutual funds have
three, four, five, some have 25 different other types of funds that you can
choose and participate in, and they allow you to go from one fund to the
other free of charge. Find out if your fund is a part of a family of mutual
funds.

6. Will your fund allow you to invest systematically through a payroll-deduc-
tion plan or through a bank-deduction program? You want to invest auto-
matically in your mutual fund account on a regular basis. The easiest way to
do this is to set up a bank automatic-withdrawal program. This means that
the bank will automatically send the mutual fund whatever amount you
decide, on a regular basis. So you want to make sure that your fund will
accept these types of programs. 

The good news today about investing in mutual funds is that you can find about
95% of everything you need to know about your fund on the Internet. Just log
on to the particular fund website. You’ll find information about the fund. You’ll
find an electronic version of the prospectus, which gives you all kinds of infor-
mation about a mutual fund, and you can begin to read there, and you can also
get other reports from other companies about how your fund has done histori-
cally in terms of return, all on the Internet. Good way to get started.

In general, the greater the potential return, the riskier the investment.
Conversely, investments that offer lower returns tend to be less risky. So you
need to consider your age, your risk temperament and other factors when decid-
ing how to invest.

The Power of 10

The Power of 10 is to make a commitment that for 10 years, you will save 10%
of your income and get a 10% return. If you do nothing else but follow the
power of 10 philosophy, you will become much more affluent than most
Americans, because most Americans save only 2% of their money, and that 2%
is not invested in something with a good return. But, more importantly, if you
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just save 10%, and get a 10% return on your money, and make a commitment to
do that for 10 years, you will be helping yourself win the great financial game of
life.

Recommended Investment Reading
• Money magazine
• Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine
• The Wall Street Journal

Have these around and read them on a regular basis, and it will make you feel
better about your investment decisions.

Join a Club

Another popular way to learn more about investing in the stock market is to
join or form an investment club. Investment clubs allow people to get together
with a few friends on a regular basis, and not only talk about investing, but
actually invest in publicly traded companies. Investment clubs have helped their
members become affluent, but, more importantly, they’ve helped their members
learn how to invest and even select good stocks that will appreciate over the
long term. 

The Four Pr i n c i p l e s

Here are the four principles investment clubs follow:
1. Invest on a regular basis. Members meet every month. They each contribute

between $25 and $100 a month, they pool their money, and every month
they buy shares of publicly traded companies. 

2. Reinvest the earnings. Every time the investment club’s shares appreciate,
they take their money and they reinvest it. 

3. Invest in growth-oriented companies. Again, they’re looking for maybe not
the hottest new thing, but something that’s on the horizon that’s going to be
hot or that’s going to be significant in the next five or 10 years. They’re look-
ing for growth-oriented companies, and, so, they invest in growth compa-
nies. 

4. Diversify to reduce risk. This means they’re not going to have just one stock.
Most of the time they’re going to have five, 10, 15 stocks in their portfolio. 
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You can take these same four principles and use them to help you build your
individual stock portfolio. 

You can also be an individual member of the National Association of Investors
(http://www.betterinvesting.org) This is the association that all investment clubs
belong to. So, if you don’t want to join a club, but you want to use their princi-
ples, their materials, and their research materials, you can do this by joining the
National Association of Investors as an individual. 

Know:
“It is impossible to win the great prizes of life
without running risks.” —Theodore Roosevelt

Act:
Join an investment club. Use dollar cost averaging.
Start investing on a regular basis in a mutual fund. 

Believe:
If knowledge is power,

then financial knowledge must
represent financial power. 
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Session Eight: Preparing for Your Retirement
Preparing for Retirement Is the Fifth of the

Seven Steps to Financial Success.

Why is it that so few Americans are saving for their retirement? For a long time,
many financial experts assumed that Americans just didn’t have the money to
save or just weren’t interested in saving for their retirement. But now we have
something else to consider. Maybe it’s fear. Maybe fear is the reason why so
many Americans put off saving and planning for their retirement. Maybe it’s the
fear “I won’t be able to afford to retire.” Maybe it’s the fear of getting older in a
youth-oriented society. Maybe it’s fear that’s been keeping people from planning
and preparing for their retirement. 

We talked about your making your financial plan a wealth-building plan, but
one of the goals in your plan should be planning for your retirement. And here
you should describe your dream retirement, whatever it is to you. So often we
get so busy working and going about our daily lives and we don’t even think
about “Well, what do I really want to do when I retire?” And this is a very
important question today, because even if you decide to leave your present
employer at 65, you may be living another 20, 30 years after you completely
your career. What are you going to do? 

Sixty Is the New Fi f t y

Because of science and new medicines and new technology, we’re living longer.
We want to take advantage of this time, to enjoy the type of retirement that we
really want. So when you’re making your financial plan, put everything in there,
whether you want to travel or go back to school, whether you want to visit your
children, whether you want to start your own business or whether you want to
start another career.
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In the following spaces, write down your dream retirement. What do you really want
to do when you retire?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Whatever it is you want to do, put it in your financial plan and then begin the
process of calculating how much it’s going to cost to enjoy the retirement of my
dreams.

H ow Much Will Your Retirement Cost?

Now this is a big question to ask yourself: how much is it going to cost for me
to enjoy the retirement of my dreams? Here is a great tool, designed by one of
the leading pension research companies in the world. It will help you to deter-
mine how much you need to save so that you can begin the process of saving
and planning for the retirement of your dreams.
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Exercise: A Ballpark E$timate® of Your Retirement Needs
The ChoosetoSave.org and American Savings Education Council’s Planning and Saving Tool

Planning for retirement is not a one-size-fits-all exercise. The purpose of a Ballpark
E$timate is simply to give you a basic idea of the savings you’ll need to make
today for when you plan to retire.

If you are married, you and your spouse should each fill out your own Ballpark
E$timate worksheet, taking your marital status into account when entering your
Social Security benefit in STEP 2 on the next page.

STEP 1.
Figure out how much annual income you will want in retirement.
You will need at least 70% of your current annual gross income just to maintain
your current standard of living; however, you may want to enter a larger number.
See the tips below.

Your current annual gross income $__________________

Percentage needed for your desired lifestyle x ________________%

This is the annual income you want in retirement $__________________

Tips to help you select the proper percentage:

Pick 70% to 80% if you will need to pay for the basics in retirement but you won’t
have to pay many medical expenses, as your employer pays the Medicare Part B and
D premium and provides employer-paid retiree health insurance, if you’re planning
for a comfortable retirement without much travel, or if you are older, and/or in your
prime earning years. 

Pick 80% to 90% if you will need to pay your Medicare part B and D premiums and
pay for insurance to cover medical costs above Medicare (which on average covers
about 55%), or if you plan to take some small trips and you know that you will need
to continue saving some money.

Pick 100% to 120% if you will need to cover all Medicare and other healthcare
costs, if you are very young and/or your prime earning years are ahead of you, if you
would like a retirement lifestyle that is more than comfortable, or if you need to
save for the possibility of long-term care.
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STEP 2.
Subtract the retirement income you expect to receive annually.

First, tally up your expected annual retirement income:

A. Income from Social Security
If you make under $25,000, enter $8,000.
If you make between $25,000 and $40,000, enter $12,000.
If you make over $40,000, enter $14,500.
(For married couples, the lower-earning spouse should enter
either his/her own benefit based on his/her income or 50%
of the higher-earning spouse’s benefit, whichever is higher. $_______________

B. Income from traditional employer pension
A plan that pays a set dollar amount for life,
in which the dollar amount depends on salary and
years of service (in today’s dollars). + $_______________

C. Part-time income + $_______________

D. Other Income
Reverse annuity mortgage payments,
earnings on assets, etc. + $_______________

Add up your total expected yearly income (A+B+C+D). = $_______________

Copy the annual income you want in retirement 
(from STEP 1, last line). $_______________

Subtract your total expected yearly income (above). - $_______________

This is the amount you need to make up for
each retirement year. = $_______________
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Now you’ll want a Ballpark E$timate of how much money you’ll need in the bank
the day you retire. For the record, we assume you’ll realize a constant real rate of
return of 3% after inflation and you’ll begin to receive income from Social Security
at age 65.

STEP 3.
To determine the amount you’ll need to save, multiply the amount you need to
make up by your life expectancy factor.

Choose your factor based on life expectancy (at age 65):

Age You Male Female Male Female Male Female
Expect Age 82 Age 86 Age 89 Age 92 Age 94 Age 97

To Retire 50th Percentile 50th Percentile 75th Percentile 75th Percentile 90th Percentile 90th Percentile

55 18.79 20.53 21.71 22.79 23.46 24.40

60 16.31 18.32 19.68 20.93 21.71 22.79

65 13.45 15.77 17.35 18.79 19.68 20.93

70 10.15 12.83 14.65 16.31 17.35 18.79

Example: If you are male, expect to retire at age 65, and expect to live to be 82
years old, then choose the factor 13.45.

Amount you need to make up for each retirement year
(from STEP 2, last line). $_________________

Multiply by the life expectancy factor (above). x _________________

This is the amount you need to save. $_________________
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STEP 4.
If you expect to retire before age 65, multiply your Social Security benefit from
STEP 2, line A, by your early retirement factor. If you don’t expect to retire
before age 65, skip this step.

If you expect to retire at age 55, your early retirement factor is 8.8.
If you expect to retire at age 60, your early retirement factor is 4.7.

Income from Social Security (from STEP 2, line A). $____________________

Multiply by the retirement age factor (above). x ____________________

This is the additional funds necessary
to retire before age 65. + $____________________

Add the amount you need to save (from STEP 3) $____________________

This is the early-retirement-adjusted amount
that you need to save. $____________________

STEP 5.
Multiply your savings to date by your savings factor.

Include money accumulated in a 401(k), IRA, or similar retirement plan. 

If you plan to retire in 10 years, your savings factor is 1.3.
If you plan to retire in 15 years, your savings factor is 1.6
If you plan to retire in 20 years, your savings factor is 1.8
If you plan to retire in 25 years, your savings factor is 2.1
If you plan to retire in 30 years, your savings factor is 2.4
If you plan to retire in 35 years, your savings factor is 2.8
If you plan to retire in 40 years, your savings factor is 3.3

Savings to date. $____________________

Multiply by your savings factor (above). x ____________________

This is your projected savings = $____________________

Subtract the amount you need to save (from STEP 3, or,
if you intend to retire before age 65, from STEP 4). - $____________________

This is your ballpark total additional savings
needed by retirement. = $____________________
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Don’t panic! We devised another formula to show you how much to save each
year in order to reach your goal amount. This factors in compounding. That’s where
your money not only makes interest, your interest starts making interest as well,
creating a snowball effect.

STEP 6.
To determine the ANNUAL amount you’ll need to save, multiply the total addi-
tional savings needed at retirement by the retirement factor below.

If you want to retire in 10 years, your retirement factor is .085
If you want to retire in 15 years, your retirement factor is .052
If you want to retire in 20 years, your retirement factor is .036
If you want to retire in 25 years, your retirement factor is .027
If you want to retire in 30 years, your retirement factor is .020
If you want to retire in 35 years, your retirement factor is .016
If you want to retire in 40 years, your retirement factor is .013

Total additional savings needed at retirement
(from STEP 5, last line). $____________________

Multiply by the retirement factor (above). x ____________________

This is how much you need to save every year
until you retire = $____________________

This Ballpark E$timate simplifies several retirement planning issues, such as
projected Social Security benefits and earnings assumptions on savings. It
reflects today’s dollars; therefore, you will need to recalculate your retirement
needs annually and as your salary and circumstances change.

It also assumes that your wages will increase in the future at the same rate as
inflation. This compares with the 2005 intermediate assumptions by the Social
Security trustees that wages will increase 1.1 percentage points faster than infla-
tion. Situations in which the wage growth is less than the inflation rate will
often require a higher rate of savings than this worksheet suggests.
Unfortunately, a paper worksheet using an example where wage growth is not
equal to inflation would be much more complicated.

Should you want a ballpark estimate that allows you to assume a wage growth
that is different from the rate of inflation, you will need to use the interactive
Ballpark E$timate worksheet at h t t p : / / w w w. c h o o s e t o s a v e . o rg/ballpark. 
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The American Savings Education Council (ASEC) mission is to make savings
retirement planning a priority for all Americans. ASEC is a program of the
Employee Benefit Research Institute Education and Research Fund. For infor-
mation on becoming an ASEC Partner, visit w w w. a s e c . o rg .

Help! My Estimated Number Is Too Big!

Don’t be intimidated if the Retirement Ballpark Estimate comes back and you
realized that you need to save $12,000 a year or $1,000 a month. Just start sav-
ing as much as you can. You need to know what it’s going to cost for you to
have the retirement of your dreams so that you can start making preparations to
enjoy the retirement of your dream. 

Company-Sponsored Millionaires

You also have an opportunity at work to manage your investment accounts for
your retirement. This is a great opportunity. Don’t take it for granted and don’t
miss the opportunity to have fun, because if you do this the right way, you will
be a millionaire by having the money invested in your pension plan. Use your
company-sponsored pension plans to help you reach your financial goals. Many
Americans are finding themselves millionaires based solely upon the money that
they have invested, along with their company’s contributions, in their pension
plans. You want to do the same thing. 

Make sure you maximize the return on these assets. The best way to do this is
to sit down with a financial planner, look at the myriad of investment options
you have at your corporation or your place of work, and you and your advisor
determine which one of these investment choices makes sense for you.

Don’t just pick the fixed account or the guaranteed account like so many
Americans do and forget about it. It sounds like a safe bet, but it’s going to be
those co-workers who got a 10% return annually who are going to be the mil-
lionaires retiring from your company. Two people may be earning the same
amount, but one of them will leave the company okay financially, and one will
leave the company a millionaire. For you to become the millionaire, it will all be
determined by which investments you choose to for your self-directed pension
plans. This is an important decision, and make sure you get help in making it. 
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The Power of Deferring Ta x e s

Why do tax-deferred pension plans grow so quickly? Primarily because they are
tax-deferred pension plans. The beautiful thing about 401(k)s, 403(b)s, tax-
deferred annuities, and everything else that says “tax-deferred” on it, is that the
money that’s invested has the opportunity to compound without any taxes being
taken out. This is a great benefit. 

Additionally, for the 401(k) accounts and other self-directed corporate pension
plans, your money is also taken out before you pay taxes on it. You might only
put $300 a month in your account, but the tax money you save actually increas-
es that by another 20%. So it’s great to take advantage of what we call pre-tax
dollars to be invested on a tax-deferred basis. It’s a wonderful thing.

Then you have the power of compounding. “Money plus time plus compound
interest equals financial success.” You see, it’s all about a little money, a little
time, a little compound interest that will help your money grow over time, and
that’s how we all become financially successful.

In order for this formula to work, you don’t need a lot of money. You need a lot
of time, and you need a little compound interest. So the sooner you get started
investing, whether it’s $100 a month, $50 a month, or whatever you’re going to
put in your tax-deferred program, the sooner you will be on your way to becom-
ing financially successful.

Types of Retirement Plans

Almost all workers, even those who are self-employed, can take advantage of
some type of retirement program, from a 401(k) or a 403(b) to what we call a
SEP — or S-E-P — or to a Simple IRA. Some are tax deductible, some are non-
deductible, but all offer the opportunity for you to save money for your retire-
ment.

E m p l o yer-Based Pensions 

Let’s first take a look at the primary employer-based retirement programs. Of
course, there are traditional pension plans. Today only 25% of American compa-
nies offer their employees pension plans. If yours is one of them, take advantage
of that. If you can, stay long enough to be vested so that you can take these
funds with you whenever you leave the company.
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One string that’s attached is that most employer-based plans will have a set
amount of time that you must stay in the plan in order to completely own those
assets. Normally, this is about three to five years. Of course, any money that you
put in these funds yourself are yours. But if you want to take the company’s
contribution with you once you leave that company, you normally have to stay
three to five years, so the other string is that you can’t touch the money until
you’re 591/2. And if you do touch the money prior to 591/2, you will have to pay a
large tax penalty.

I R As

Many companies do not offer any pension plans at all. If you work for such a
company, you have the opportunity to buy your own pension plan and have it
deducted from your income, but you’ll have to buy what they call an individual
retirement account. If you work for an employer that does not offer you a pen-
sion plan, you can fully deduct your contributions from your income taxes.

However, if you work for an employer who offers a pension plan and you still
want an IRA, it may not be fully deductible. It still will allow you to save money
on a tax-deferred basis. Many Americans have chosen to have a nondeductible
IRA simply because they want their money to grow without having to pay taxes
on their earnings. 

Today every financial institution offers an investment or a saving option for pen-
sion plans. So you can invest your IRA, your 401(k) plan, your 403(b) with a
bank, a mutual fund company, an investment company, or an insurance compa-
ny. This is one of the biggest booms that ever happened to the investment world.
All Americans must save for their retirement, so everybody’s trying to get in on
the deal. 

Where to Invest Retirement As s e t s

What’s the best place for you? Where should you save and invest your retire-
ment assets? Again, you should sit down first with a financial planner or a
financial adviser and discuss your options. There may be a time for you to use
the bank, mutual fund, and insurance company to help you manage your retire-
ment assets. So don’t be overwhelmed by all the options. Just know that they’re
there for you and use them accordingly. And, again, the best way to do this is
with the help of a financial adviser.
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The No-Budget Budget

If you track every dollar you spend for one month, you will find out where your
money is going, because a lot of us do have discretionary income that seems to
be eaten up. We don’t know where it goes, but we know it comes into our hands
and then somehow it disappears. At the end of the month, look at this list and
see where your money is going. 

You might find out, for example, that on a monthly basis you spend maybe
about $50 to $60 a month at Starbucks. You might find that you’re spending
maybe $100 or $200 a month going out to lunch. You might find that your
cleaning bill for your dry cleaning might cost you about $100 a month. You
might find that you’re making contributions to your church.  You might find
that you’re paying a lot in cable bills and magazine subscriptions, lottery tickets,
and even cigarettes. This is the point. After you see where your money is going,
then you make a decision about items that you think maybe you can cut back
on that will help you find an extra $50, $100, or even $200 a month that you can
save. 

Now let’s review the master keys. 

Know:
“None will improve your lot if you yourself do not”

— Bertolt Brecht

Act:
It’s never too late or too early to save for retirement.

Max out your company’s pension plan.
Remember life doesn’t end with retirement. 

Believe:
You can and you will enjoy the retirement of my dreams.
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Session Nine: Protecting Your Financial Dreams
Protecting Your Income Is the Sixth of the

Seven Steps to Financial Success.

Many people are afraid to discuss mortality. The reality is that all human beings
are mortal. That means that, yes, we get disabled from time-to-time, and, yes,
one day, unfortunately, we will pass away. Such is life. When we talk about pro-
tecting your income, the discussion should not be about mortality. The discus-
sion should be about how you can share your good fortune and, yes, your insur-
ance, with the people you love. That’s what it’s all about. So we’re going to dis-
cuss these things in this session, and hopefully in the process, we will diminish
your fear of discussing mortality.

Life insurance is the only product that can instantly give you $500,000 to $1
million in life-insurance protection. Only life insurance can do that. Disability
insurance can make sure that if something happens to you at work, you will
have an income coming in to age 65 that will cover your monthly expenses. A
will is a wonderful thing. It allows those you love to understand how you want
your estate to be administered. 

Many people are under the false impression that their
financial obligations expire when they expire.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Even when you’re not here, the mort-
gages have to be paid, the bills have to be paid, final arrangements must be
made, property must be disposed of, and educations must be taken care of. It is
important for you to plan these things when you are here so that your loved
ones won’t be given the task of doing them hurriedly, or worse, in a way that
will diminish the assets that you’ve helped create during your lifetime.

Li f e s t y l e

It’s so important today that we think about our lifestyle and about living from
an economic perspective. What you want to do is live as long as you can, enjoy
yourselves as long as you can, because what this will do is give you more time
to save and invest and increase your earning capacity.
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Sometimes we get so busy trying to earn a living that we forget to take proper
care of our health. We forget to take proper care of our bodies, and we forget to
enjoy ourselves every day. If we just put a little effort in prevention, a little effort
in the daily choices we make, we can add so many more years to our life and
have so much more fun. 

H ow to Li ve Longer (So You Can Earn More Money )
1. Have a regular check-up every year.
2. Limit or restrict the amount of cholesterol in your diet.
3. Stop smoking.  
4. Exercise on a regular basis. 
5. Lose excess weight.
6. Take your prescribed medication.
7. Share a healthy lifestyle with family and friends.

Assessment of Current Health Habits

Check the health habits below that you think negatively affect your health.
❏ I smoke cigarettes.
❏ I don’t drink enough water.
❏ I drink too much soda and/or alcoholic beverages.
❏ I don’t eat enough fruits and/or vegetables.
❏ I don’t have a strength-building re g i m e .
❏ I don’t do enough aerobic activity.
❏ I don’t exercise regularly.
❏ I eat too much “white stuff” (processed foods, sugar, white flour).
❏ I eat often at fast-food restaurants.
❏ I am overweight.
❏ I don’t do regular preventive medical checkups and self-tests.
❏ I don’t take my prescribed medications.
❏ I’m frequently stressed.
❏ My friends and family are unhealthy.

Select the top three negative health habits that you would like to improve or elimi-
nate.

1. ________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________
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What are the three healthy habits you could implement or strengthen to improve
your health?

1. ________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________

Life Insurance

The term “life insurance” just doesn’t make sense. It can’t insure anyone’s life.
What life insurance actually does is protect your income. That’s what it’s
designed to do. Many households today are buying life insurance strictly for
burial protection and not income protection. 

Life insurance is for income protection.

What you want to do is replace the income or protect the income that the family
would have should something happen to the primary breadwinners in that
household. Life insurance is nothing more than income protection, and when
you understand that, you can understand what you need to buy to protect your
income. 

Term Versus Whole Life and Unive r s a l

The other confusing thing about life insurance is this big debate about term
insurance versus whole life insurance, and now we have this other thing called
universal life insurance.

All life insurance is some form of term insurance. You can get strictly term,
which is normally the least expensive, because you’re just paying for the protec-
tion. Or you can get term in a savings program, and we call that whole life. In
these programs, you are buying your income protection, but you’re also giving
the insurance company a few extra dollars every month so that it can save these
dollars for you. Unfortunately, you don’t own those dollars. The insurance com-
pany owns them, and that is why if you decide to take the money out, you have
to borrow it or cash out the policy. Then there’s a third choice. This is term with
an investment program attached to it, and we call these programs universal life
insurance programs.
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Which one is best? What most families really need is term insurance. Why do
we need it? Because we really want to protect our incomes. 

Term provides the maximum protection. It is often the least expensive, and it is
simple and understandable

Your Company’s Disability Insurance Isn’t Enough

A lot of company disability programs won’t kick in until you’re out maybe six
months, and Social Security may not kick in until you’re out for a year. What
will your family do if you don’t have any income for six months or a year, espe-
cially if you haven’t put that money aside already? So, when you talk to your
insurance person, make sure ask about buying a basic disability insurance pro-
gram that is yours, that you can take with you no matter where you go, no mat-
ter where you live, no matter what your occupation is, that you have basic dis-
ability income protection, because this is the insurance product that can protect
your current income. 

Create a Wi l l

Every American needs to have a will. I don’t care if you just own a futon and a
color TV set. You need to have a will, because, God forbid, something happens
to you, and your family starts fighting over your futon and your color TV set.
Well, if you have a will, this won’t happen, because they know who needs to get
the futon and who needs to get the color TV set. But you understand my point.
Most of us own more than a color TV set and a futon. We own homes and cars
and jewelry. We have assets and pension plans and insurance plans, and we
need to share these things with our loved ones. 

This whole session is not about mortality. It’s about sharing your good fortune
and, yes, your insurance, with the people you love. If you want to go from being
fearful to being financially successful, the most important thing you need to do
is to plan so that you can move forward with confidence that even if you’re not
here, you know that your financial dreams will be enjoyed by the people you
love. 
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Now let’s review the master keys. 

Know:
“By their fruits, you shall know them.” — The Bible. 

Act:
Think less about mortality and more about sharing your
good fortune with others. Adopt a healthier lifestyle.

Make a will. 

Believe:
You will enjoy planning and sharing your good fortune

and your insurance with others.
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Session Ten: Succeeding the Entrepreneurial Wa y
Succeeding the Entrepreneurial Way Is the

Seventh of the Seven Steps to Financial Success.

The best way, the quickest way, to become financially successful in America is to
own your own business. Every year thousands of people from all over the world
risk life and limb to come to this country. Mind you, they’re not rushing here
just to live close to us. They’re rushing to our shores to have the opportunity to
own their own businesses, because they know if they own their own businesses,
then they can control their own destinies, and that’s one of the great things
about being self-employed in America.

This is also one of the reasons, however, many people fear self-employment.
Let’s talk about the fear factor associated with being self-employed. If you tell
many people that you’re going to have your own business, they will be terrified
for you and maybe themselves. It amazes me how many people are afraid of
self-employment, or entrepreneurship. People are afraid of failure, and they
think that if you’re going to be self-employed, you’re going to fail. They think it’s
much better for you to get a job and get good a education and stay the course
for many, many years, as opposed to risking a few years and owning your own
venture. 

While most business owners are not millionaires,
most millionaires are business owners.

The word entrepreneur evokes so many images, but it was Jeffry Timmons in his
classic book entitled The Entrepreneurial Mind that best describes the entrepre-
neur. He writes that entrepreneurship is the ability to create and build some-
thing from practically nothing. It’s initializing, doing, achieving, and building an
enterprise, rather than just watching, analyzing, and describing one.
Entrepreneurs often see opportunities and act on opportunities that other peo-
ple see but don’t act upon. 

The entrepreneur, he finally says, has a willingness to take calculated risks, both
personal and financial, and then do everything possible to become successful. 

Mr. Timmons also suggests in his research, that in order to become a multi-
millionaire entrepreneur, you need to have a business that generates $1
million in revenues every year. Many American businesses don’t earn $1 mil-
lion a year. Many of the courageous men and women you see and you interact
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with every day — maybe they own the cleaners that you go to, or the muffler
shop where you take your car for repair or maybe they have a small coffee shop
— many of these businesses only earn maybe $100,000 or $200,000 a year. Yet,
we know, because of research, they are able to become millionaires. What are
they doing wrong?

Oftentimes, they find that they earn $100,000 a year, but they save $50,000 a
year, or if they earn $200,000 a year, they save $100,000 a year.

Imagine what would happen if you saved 50% of what you earned!  If you saved
an extra $10,000 a year for 10 years? You would be saving another $100,000,
and if you got 10% on that $100,000, in seven years you would have $200,000,
because it would compound and every 7 years; it would double. So if you did
that for 20 years, you would have half a million dollars. 

It really isn’t that hard to get to the million-dollar level when you’re self-
employed, and that’s one of the beauties of being an entrepreneur.

Twe l ve Myths of Self-Employment

1. E n t re p reneurs are born . This is a myth. Anyone can become a successful
entrepreneur, especially if the person has past experience and studies to
develop skills related to the business that he or she is in. 

2. I t ’s all about luck. No, it’s not about luck. It’s about planning.
3. Entrepreneurs are gamblers. The research shows that entrepreneurs are

very careful, and they take only calculated risks.
4. Entrepreneurs like to be the sole entrepreneur. They like to be independ-

ent. The reality is that it’s difficult to grow a million-dollar operation single
handedly.

5. Entrepreneurs are their own boss. They don’t have to report to anyone.
The reality is that entrepreneurs are far from being independent. They have
many masters and many people whom they have to report to, including part-
ners, investors, customers, suppliers, creditors, employees, spouse, family,
and even their communities.

6. Entrepreneurs work hard and long hours. The research shows that entre-
preneurs work no longer or harder than anyone who works in Corporate
America.

7. Entrepreneurs face great stress, and they’re always under pressure. The
research shows that entrepreneurs are no more stressed than any other pro-
fessional, such as someone who works at a law firm or at a large corpora-
tion.
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8. Starting a company is risky. The reality is that success, rather than failure,
is more common among higher potential ventures, because they are driven
by talented and experienced founders.

9. Money makes all the difference. Anyone who has enough working capital,
anyone can succeed. The reality is that money is the least important ingredi-
ent in a successful new venture. What’s important is the talent that leads the
venture. Often, the right talent will find the right investors.

10. To have a business, you need to be young and energetic. The reality is
that anybody, at any age, can start a successful business. 

11. Entrepreneurs are motivated solely by the almighty dollar. The reality is
that entrepreneurs are driven by building enterprises and being of service to
others.

12. Entrepreneurs seek power and control over others. The reality is that
many successful entrepreneurs are driven by the quest for responsibility,
achievements, and results, rather than power.

Of course, many people who start their own business are no longer in business
after a few years. The United States Department of Commerce reports that 80%
of all business start-ups close in the first year, but you have to look down into
the numbers to find out what the problem is. Why is it that so few businesses
succeed? 

The research suggests the following reasons:
• Lack of research
• Lack of capital
• Lack of marketing
• Lack of technology
• Lack of management skills

If you look at it carefully, it’s really about a lack of planning. The most success-
ful businesses always plan. 
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What to Include in Your Business Plan

Technology has come so far today that you can actually go down to the comput-
er software store and buy many programs that will help you design your busi-
ness plan. This is a good place to start to answer the following questions:

• How much money am I going to need to get started? 
• How many employees do I need to operate this business? 
• What are some of the marketing tools that I need to get started? 
• Where should I locate my business? 

After you go through that process, then you visit your local small-business
development office, sponsored by the SBA, the Small Business Administration,
and you take your plan and your team (see Session Four), have a meeting with
the Small Business Administration. These people will analyze your plan, and
then they begin to really customize your plan. You’ll begin to evaluate your abil-
ity to become an entrepreneur. They may ask you to attend courses that they
have on finding business capital, on fine-tuning your business plan, on setting
up a marketing strategy. And you should understand that all this may take six
months to a year. It may even take two years, depending on your other obliga-
tions, but if becoming self-employed is important to you, especially at that mil-
lion-dollar level, this is a small price to pay to do it the right way, because then
you won’t have to worry about going out of business in the first few years. You
will become a confident entrepreneur, because you’ve planned, you’ve gotten
your team together, you’ve talked to other advisers, you’ve found out what it
takes, and then you’ve evaluated your own strengths and weakness as they relate
to entrepreneurship. 

Exercise: Self-Evaluation Checklist for Going into Business

Under each question, check the answer that says what you feel or comes closest
to it. Be honest with yourself.

Are you a self-starter?
❏ I do things on my own. Nobody has to tell me to get going.
❏ If someone gets me started, I keep going all night.
❏ Easy does it. I don’t put myself out until I have to.

How do you feel about other people?
❏ I like people. I can get along with just about anybody.
❏ I have plenty of friends. I don’t need anybody else.
❏ Most people irritate me.
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Can you lead others?
❏ I can get most people to go along when I start something.
❏ I can give orders if someone tells me what we should do.
❏ I let someone else get things moving. Then I go along if I feel like it.

Can you take responsibility?
❏ I like to take charge of things and see them through.
❏ I’ll take over if I have to, but I’d rather let someone else be responsible.
❏ There’s always some eager beaver around wanting to show how smart he is.

I say, let him.

How good an organizer are you?
❏ I like to have a plan before I start. I’m usually the one to get things lined up

when the group wants to do something.
❏ I do all right unless things get too confused. Then I quit.
❏ I get all set and then something comes along and presents too many

problems. So I just take things as they come.

How good a worker are you?
❏ I can keep going as long as I need to. I don’t mind working hard for some-

thing I want.
❏ I’ll work hard for a while, but when I’ve had enough, that’s it.
❏ I can’t see that hard work gets me anywhere.

Can you make decisions?
❏ I can make up my mind in a hurry if I have to. It usually turns out okay, too.
❏ I can if I have plenty of time. If I have to make up my mind fast, I later think 

that I should have decided the other way.
❏ I don’t like to be the one who has to decide things.

Can people trust what you say?
❏ You bet they can. I don’t say things I don’t mean.
❏ I try to be on the level most of the time, but sometimes I just say what’s

easiest.
❏ Why bother if the other fellow doesn’t know the difference?

Can you stick with it?
❏ If I make up my mind to do something, I don’t let anything stop me.
❏ I usually finish what I start — if it goes well.
❏ If it doesn’t go right immediately, I quit. Why beat my brains out?
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How good is your health?
❏ I never run down!
❏ I have enough energy for most things I want to do.
❏ I run out of energy sooner than most of my friends seem to.

To score your self-evaluation, count the checks you made.
How many checks are there beside the first answer to each question? ____
How many checks are there beside the second answer to each question? ____
How many checks are there beside the third answer to each question? ____

If most of your checks are beside the first question, you probably have what it
takes to run a business. If not, you’re likely to have more trouble than you can han-
dle by yourself. Better find a partner who is strong on the points you’re weak on. If
many checks are beside the third answer, not even a good partner will be able to
shore you up.

Source: The Entrepreneurial Mind by Jeffry A. Timmons

Which Business Should I Choose?

The exciting thing about living in our culture is that you can go into almost any
kind of business you want. If you want to have a long-term business, find some-
thing that you love to do, something that you’re passionately interested in,
because the long-term businesses are the ones you have to live with day in and
day out for maybe five or 10 years. 

Also, decide how big you want your business to become. If you know, for exam-
ple, that you do not want to have any employees, that you like working by your-
self, or maybe having an assistant at most, and that you’re going to be satisfied
with earning a couple hundred thousand dollars a year, that’s fine. But know
that ahead of time, and plan that ahead of time.

On the other hand, if you know you want to build a multimillion-dollar compa-
ny, have 100 employees, know that ahead of time, and plan accordingly. It’s that
type of planning upfront, that will help you succeed the entrepreneurial way.
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Know:
“Wherever you see a successful business, someone once

made a courageous decision.” — Peter Drucker.

Act:
Consider business ownership as a viable opportunity.
Understand the traits of a successful entrepreneur.

Examine your fear of being self-employed. 

Believe:
You have what it takes to become a successful entrepreneur. 
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Session Eleven: Believe It Until You Can Ac h i eve It!
Great triumphs are achieved by those who

believe in their dreams and persevere.

Notice this proverb says that success is achieved. It doesn’t say that success is
given to. On the contrary, it says success is achieved; therefore, we must work to
achieve success. We must take action. You can’t be inactive and expect to be
successful.

This is why it’s so funny when people say you must fake it until you make it.
You really can’t fake it until you make it; however, you should believe it until
you achieve it. In other words, you must believe in your dreams until you
achieve your dreams.

You must deal with your own fears of being self-employed, especially in these
uncertain economic times. Right now, and every day you wake up, you have to
deal with the fact that other people are depending on you for their livelihood.
You have to go out every day and find a new customer. You have to provide the
best service that you can. You have to find a way to make sure that your bank is
happy and your investors are happy, and you have to do all this in a time when
there’s so much uncertainty in our economy. In spite of your fears, you can still
enjoy entrepreneurial success.

In many ways, businesses that have either started or have survived uncertain
economic times are often destined for great success. Why? Because they know
what to do in uncertain economic times. 

This is opportunity time. There are many successful businesses that are up for
sale for no other reason than because their owners want to sell them. Maybe
you should be looking at buying an existing business, perhaps to complement
the one you already have. 

It doesn’t matter what’s going on in the world, no matter how uncertain
things are, or how troubled or bad things may appear to be, there are
always opportunities for smart, hard-working entrepreneurs. 

Because ultimately, it’s the entrepreneur, it’s the business owner, who has to go
in and improve the situation.
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The Alphabet of Success

A stands for attitude, and your attitude will determine your direction and
accomplishments in life. 

B is for beautiful and brave, because you are brave enough to accept the beauti-
ful new life that awaits you. 

C is for your consciousness, and everything you have, you have by right of con-
sciousness. 

D stands for divine, because you are a divine being. 
E is for enlightenment, and you give light, because you are the light of the

world. 
F is for the future, great and wonderful. 
G is for God, and only God. 
H is for the highest and the best, your standard in life. 
I is for inspiration and your understanding that nothing and no one can stop an

inspired person from his or her inspired tasks.
J is for joy everlasting, the joy that you give the world and the joy that the world

cannot take from you. 
K is for knowledge, and knowledge is power.
L represents love. You love yourself, and therefore you love others. 
M is for the master that you are. 
N is for your new thoughts. 
O is for opportunity.
P is for prosperity. Because of your new thoughts, you accept your great oppor-

tunities and prosperity right now.
Q is for the quickness in your response to your customers, friends, and family

members. 
R is for resources unlimited.
S is for the spirit of your being. 
T is for the total commitment to living a life worth living.
U is for the universal principles, undeniable, irrefutable, and never changing in

which you move, live, and have your being. 
V is for the value you represent to mankind. There is no one else like you in the

entire universe.
W is for the winner in you. 
X is for the X-ray vision you have to see things clearly.
Y is for the you no one else knows — the you who always helps you when you

need help, who is always waiting for you and answers your every wish.
Z is for the zestful manner in which you live your life, full of hope, full of light,

full of happiness, and full of prosperity.
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Three Tips For Success

One, invest in your company, two, invest in other people’s companies, and three,
invest in the American dream. 

Invest in your company. In tough business times and uncertain economic
times, the best and only the best survive. Today, you must make sure that you
are the best and your company is the best at whatever it is doing. You want to
offer the best services, you want to offer the best price, and you definitely want
offer the best product. 

Invest right now in a new marketing plan. There are so many ways now to reach
customers via the telephone and the Internet. Have you considered these new
opportunities? Also, it might be time to get new marketing materials. Oh, you’re
still using the same marketing materials you had when you started your busi-
ness three, four, even 10 years ago. It might be time for a new logo, a new look.
Sit down with some marketing specialists and review your marketing materials
to see if they can still grab people’s attention.

It might be time to also invest in a new banker. Yes, sometimes we outgrow our
banker. Sit down with two or three other people to talk about your financing
needs, especially in light of where you want to go in the next three to five years.
Talk to your banker in these uncertain economic times to see what his or her
commitment is to you and your company when things get rough, because you
need to know ahead of time, if one of your large contracts disappears, what
your banker is going to do or not do. You don’t want to wait until it happens, so
now is the time to interview other bankers to see if you’re still with the right
banker, or whether you need to change. 

Your Advisory Board

You’ve been in business now for several years. Yes, you have your banker and
you have your accountant and you have your lawyer, but now it’s time to move
beyond that. Maybe you don’t need to have a paid board of directors, but you do
need to have an advisory board that can help you grow and get your business to
the next level, and on this advisory board you want other people who are suc-
cessful in your field or in a new field that you want to explore. You meet with
these people quarterly, you have lunch, and you talk about, again, where you are
and where you want your business to go.
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The last investment that you should consider for your business is an investment
in new technology. Technology is changing every day, and it will be hard for you
to succeed in the computer age without a computer. You need to understand the
technology, because we’re living in the information age now and everything is
based upon technology, and when you’re in a meeting and you have to discuss
technology with the senior officials from some other company, you can’t bring
in your assistant to explain your technology to them. It’s something you have to
do. Invest in new technology and make a point to know and understand the
technology you’re investing in.

Invest in other people’s businesses. The watch word for today is strategic
partnerships. Today it is hard to grow your business without partnering with
another company. This company may be a large company, it may be a smaller
company, or it may be a company that’s the same size as yours, but it’s in a dif-
ferent field or different area. You have expertise that it needs, and it has expert-
ise that you need. 

When considering a strategic partnership, it is important that you ask the right
questions before you enter into the partnership. It’s also important for you to
understand that the partnership should bring value beyond just economics. You
want to have a strategic partnership that will help your business grow year after
year, and create lasting relationships for you and your business. 

Who are some people or companies you might consider forming a strategic part-
nership with?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Invest in the American dream. Small business owners are the backbone of the
American economy today. You are part of the institutions that are hiring
Americans and putting Americans to work. You are part of the engine that’s
bringing new technology to market and expanding the economic opportunities
for others all over the world. 

Every time you close a deal or you hire new person, you’re letting people know
that the American dream is still alive and well. Every time you succeed in a
business deal, you’re letting others know that if they follow your success, they
too can succeed. 

Know:
Most people look at the world and proclaim,

“I want to reflect the world,”
but successful people look at the world and say,

“I want the world to reflect me.”

Act:
Invest in your business,

invest in other people’s businesses,
and invest in the American dream.

Believe:
Great triumphs are achieved by those who

believe in their dreams and persevere. 
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Session Twe l ve: Becoming the Confident Millionaire 
Anyone can become the millionaire next door. The opportunity to own your own
investments, financial plan, insurance, retirement plan, home, and business, are
available to everyone in this country. The issue is not can you become the mil-
lionaire next door, the issue is do you have the confidence to become the mil-
lionaire next door?

One of the fears that we haven’t had a chance to talk about yet is the fear associ-
ated with owning appreciating assets. Some people are just afraid to own any-
thing that requires any type of responsibility. Whether you own a piece of prop-
erty, a stock, a home, they all come with some type of responsibility. You have to
take care of your home. You have to take care of your investment property and
make sure that your renters are taken care of. If you own a business, you have
to deal with employees. And even if you have a pension fund, there are tax
issues that you have to deal with. It’s the fear of dealing with these responsibili-
ties that often keep people from becoming financially successful.

Owning the Po n d

Rev. T.D. Jakes, one of the most popular ministers in America today, shares his
version of the parable about the hungry man and the fish. The parable reminds
us that if you give a hungry man a fish, you will feed him for a day. But if you
show a hungry man how to fish, you will feed him for a lifetime.

Well, the good Rev. T.D. Jakes took this parable to a whole new level, when he
shared with his audience, “If you show the hungry man how to buy the pond
that is filled with fish, then he’ll never worry about being hungry again. And nei-
ther will his children or his grandchildren or his great-great-grandchildren. It’s
all about owning the pond.”

If you want to secure your prosperity in the future, it’s important for you to own
your own pond. You have to own your own home. Own your own mutual fund
account. Own your own pension plan. And if you have the tenacity, own your
own business. It’s all about owning the pond. 

Program Summary

The first three sessions of Confident Millionaire were focused on helping you
understand and master emotional success. The big thing that keeps people from
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being successful is their emotions, is their fears, is their anxieties. By listening
to this audio program, you now have the opportunity to overcome your emo-
tional fears. 

In the second part of this audio program we began to look at ways that you can
master your financial success. In Session Four, we started talking about plan-
ning your financial future. The opportunity here is to have a written financial
plan and then make your financial plan a wealth-building plan. The number one
goal when you sit down with your financial planner is to have a net worth that
exceeds $500,000 or $1 million in 10 years. The plan, the goal, that’s the oppor-
tunity. That’s what people don’t talk about. That’s what we reviewed in this
audio program. 

Then we got even more specific in Session Number Five. We reviewed how to
manage your credit effectively. And why is this important? This is important
because ultimately we hope that you will become debt free. And as you reduce
your consumer debt, you will have more discretionary income that you can save
and invest and put toward your long-term financial security.

In Session Number Seven we talked about buying a home.

In Session Number Seven, we reviewed the importance of investing at least a
part of your portfolio and savings in equity stocks. And our goal here was to get
a 10% to 12% annual return. Again, if you look at just putting aside $1,000 over
a 30-year period, that $1,000 became $30,000. But we know what we’re really
talking about here is maximizing the return on your total portfolio, and that’s
what investing in stocks will do. 

In Session Number Eight, we reviewed how and why you should have and enjoy
the retirement of your dreams. And again, the best way to do that is to start put-
ting aside a few dollars every month right now toward that goal. 

In Session Number Nine, we reviewed the importance of protecting your finan-
cial dreams by having life insurance, disability insurance, and a will. 

In Session Number Ten, we started talking about building success, the entrepre-
neurial way. We started to talk about pursuing success the entrepreneurial way.
And for those of you who have the tenacity and the courage to own your own
business, more than likely you will become a multimillionaire.
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In Session Number Eleven, we talked about why it’s important to believe in your
dreams until you achieve your dreams. Remember, you can’t fake it until you
make it. But you should believe it until you achieve it. 

You Are a Confident Millionaire.

Now you have your plan. Now you’re managing your credit in such a fashion
that you save more than you spend. Now you own your own home that’s appre-
ciating in value, and you’re investing in stocks. You’re also putting a few dollars
aside every month for your retirement. And you have low-cost but adequate
insurance protection. My friends, these are the steps Americans are taking every
year to become financially successful. These are the steps that can help you
become the confident millionaire. Because you will become a millionaire by
doing these steps. Yes, it will take you five or 10 years, so you will become
financially successful slowly. It’s better to become financially successful slowly
rather than never becoming financially successful at all.

In order to make these steps work, you have to first overcome your financial
fears so that you can implement them. The most important discussion we’re
having in this audio program is helping you overcome your fears, your financial
fears, so that you can achieve the financial success that you desire.

Of course, none of us can predict what will happen in the future. But we can
predict this, that regardless of what happens emotionally and financially, you
will be better prepared to deal with it because you have taken the time to com-
plete this audio program. You will not be a victim of your financial fears.
Instead, you will be a fearless victor of your financial future. Because now you
have the courage to become the millionaire next door. Now you can successfully
play the great financial game of life. And knowing how to do so, you will be a
confident millionaire. 
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A Note from Ke l vin Boston

Dear Friends,

I have been honored to be your guide on this journey
from financial fear to financial success. Know that I, too,
walk with you down this path along with millions of other
Americans. We’re all trying to grapple today with the new
America. We’re all trying to prepare ourselves for the uncer-
tain economy we must face in the 21s t century. The only thing
I can share with you is this, that we will get through it
together. We will enjoy prosperity in the future. And we will
move forward because we understand that, in the famous words
of Sir Winston Churchill, the only thing we have to fear is
fear itself.

I’ve dedicated most of my adult life to helping people
understand how to enjoy their financial dreams. Every day I
get letters from people who have seen our show or have come
to hear me speak and have read my books, and it’s exciting to
know that I get a chance to change people’s lives. Because,
for me, that’s what it’s all about, helping people understand
that they can live their lives with financial dignity, if
they just learn how to manage the resources that they have.

In the same way, I’ve tried to share with you in this
program, the C o n f i d e n t M i l l i o n a i r e, the same information, the
same resources, the same insights, that I’ve shared with
these individuals so that you too can successfully make the
journey from financial fear to financial success.

Thank you,

Kelvin Boston
w w w . m o n e y w i s e . t v
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Enhance your success library with these inspiring
programs from Nightingale-Conant:

Change Your Beliefs, Change Your Life:
How to Take Control, Break Old Habits, and Live the Life You Deserve

By Nick Hall, Ph.D.
20970CD

The Wealth Magnet:
Principles of Wealth Attraction

By Dr. Dolf de Roos
24680CD

The Wealth Machine:
How to Start, Build, and Market a Debt-Free Business That Fits Your Life

By John M. Cummuta 
23381CD

Lessons from the Richest Man Who Ever Lived:
Incomparable Insights and Bre a k t h rough Strategies for Success,

Happiness, and We a l t h
By Steven Scott

23201CD 

All available from Nightingale-Conant at 1-800-525-9000
or visit our website at w w w. n i g h t i n g a l e . c o m
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